
 

Abstract— PFC (Predictive Function Control) can be 
considered as a bridge between PI(D) and complex MPC. PI(D) 
control can have problems handling dead time and constraints. 
PFC handles these cases and is often better than using a Smith 
predictor. PFC is a simple realizable MPC which thus uses 
prediction and preview of key variables.  PFC can be 
implemented via simple program code and thus has cheap 
license costs. The tutorial introduces the basic idea of PFC and 
algorithms for typical processes. Simulations illustrate its 
effectiveness and advantages over PI(D) and Smith predictors.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

 PI(D) (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) control is well 
known in the industry, as  most controllers are of this type. 
On the other side the PID parameters cannot be tuned easily 
for fastest aperiodic settling and its usage is limited by dead 
times. One extension for dead time processes is to deploy 
alongside a Smith predictor. However this mechanism is 
sensitive to parameter changes.  

Richalet [1] introduced PFC (Predictive Functional 
Control) as an alternative to PID for processes having dead 
time and was able to implement on available processors in 
the 1960s! The manipulating variable (MV) is defined as the 
sum of weighted basis functions and is calculated by 
minimizing a sum of quadratic terms of control errors at so 
called coincidence points in the future. Instead of weighting 
the control increments, the difference between a reference 
trajectory and the controlled signal is weighted 
exponentially. If the reference signal and the disturbance 
change only stepwise, then just one basis function and one 
coincidence point are required and the MV is calculated 
from an algebraic equation.  

The advantage of PFC over PI(D) control is the 
embedded ability to control dead time processes and to 
constrain both the manipulated and the controlled signal. In 
addition the tuning parameters have physical meaning which 
helps in introducing the algorithm in practice. One of the 
parameters tunes the robustness, as well.  

For big plants, like refineries, the process industry uses 
MPC (Model Predictive Control) which uses a complex 
numerical optimization of the actual and future manipulated 
variable sequence by taking into account different 
constraints. The main drawback of MPC is that the 
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algorithm considering constraints is so complex that the 
implementation requires expert knowledge and commercial 
programs have to be installed with a correspondingly high 
cost license fee.  

Where the task is to improve the behavior of low-level, 
basic controllers only, PFC in its simplified version is a good 
choice because of both calculation and tuning simplicity and 
also its easy implementation and capability of constraints 
handling. The presented PFC algorithm of course cannot 
replace a multivariable, robust, stable, constrained MPC. 
Both algorithms have their different field of application. 

As PFC uses an easy algorithm, any engineer can write 
the program code and no license has to be paid. Because of 
all these advantages PFC has been applied in the process 
industry very frequently, mainly as an easily tunable and 
more robust controller for nonlinear and dead-time processes 
than PI(D). PFC applications are present in many different 
countries with many different types of processes. PFC is 
taught in several technical schools and it is implemented in 
different forms for different scenarios. 

II. BASIC IDEA OF PFC  

The basic idea is shown first for a SISO (Single-Input, 
Single-Output) first-order process having no dead time and 
when a stepwise change of the set-point should be followed. 
The principle of PFC is that the controlled variable y 
achieves the reference trajectory at the target point (or 
points) using one change (or minimal number of changes) in 
the MV (here denoted by u). The desired change in the 
controlled variable y during the prediction horizon np (from 
the actual time k) is calculated from the desired change of 
the reference trajectory and the predicted change of a model 
output ym. The MV can be calculated easily from the change 
of the reference trajectory and the predicted change  of 
the model output during the prediction horizon, see Fig.1. 
The desired changes in the controlled variable y during np 
prediction step can be defined supposing that y matches the 
reference trajectory at the target point (np steps ahead): 

)|(ˆ)()()|(ˆ knkekekyknky pp                            (1) 

where )()( kyyke r   and yr is the assumed constant 

reference signal. 

The reference trajectory is chosen to be an exponential 
function for simplicity. Then the tracking error is decreasing 
monotonically:  
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Fig. 1.  PFC principle 

where λr  is the reduction ratio of the trajectory’s error. The 
reference trajectory is linked to the desired settling time 
t95%=Tc for the closed loop control system 
if  cr Tt 3exp , where Δt is the sampling time. From 

(1) and (2), the desired change in y is defined as follows: 
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which should be equal to the change in the model output. 

)()|(ˆ)|(ˆ kyknkyknky mpmpm                        (4) 

Remark 1: With a stepwise change in the reference (or 
disturbance) signal, a constant MV can be assumed. With 
another type of reference signal (e.g. sum of polynomial 
functions) the MV consists of similar, so called basic, 
functions; the name PFC arises from this expression. In this 
case a (quadratic) cost function has to be minimized which 
includes the sum of squares of the predicted control errors in 
different, so called coincidence, points [2].  

III. PFC ALGORITHM FOR SISO PROCESSES  

A.  First-order Process without Dead Time  

The difference equation of a 1st order model is  

)1()1()1()(  kuaKkyaky mmmmm
                 (5) 

where ym is the model output, u is the model input, am is the 
discrete-time model parameter and Km is the static gain of 
the model. Supposing that the actual input signal u is kept 
constant during the prediction horizon, then the predicted 
model output after np steps is:  
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Ensuring equality between the predicted change of the 
reference trajectory in (3) and the predicted change of ym in 
(4) results in the manipulated variable (or control law): 
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Fig. 2 shows the control schema.  

Fig. 2. PFC schema of first-order process without dead time 

B.  First-order Process with Dead Time  

In case of dead time 
md , )(ky  has to be replaced by 

)|(ˆ kdky m  in equation (7a). The difference between the 

delayed and current process output is approximated by the 
difference between the current and earlier delayed model 
output values.  

)()()()|(ˆ mmmm dkykykykdky                       (8) 

This approximation leads to  

 )()()()|(ˆ mmmm dkykykykdky                     (9) 

B. Second-order Aperiodic Process  

A second-order aperiodic process can be described by a 
parallel connection of two first-order processes with 
different time constants, as shown in Fig.  3.  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Parallel connection of two first-order models 

The difference equation of the i-th sub-model is 
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The gains of the sub-models can be calculated by partial 
fraction decomposition  
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 (If the process has multiple poles then different but very 
similar poles are used.) Substituting the predictions from 
(10) into (7a), the PFC control law becomes  
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Fig. 4 shows the control of a second-order process with the 
process/model parameters Km = 1, Tm1 = 1/3s, Tm2 = 2/3s 
without dead time, Δt=0.05s, np=10 and different desired 
settling times. It is clear that the control is aperiodic, faster 
control results in large initial MV and the settling time 
approximates the controller parameter Tc, as expected.   

Remark 2: In the case of an underdamped process the 
transfer function can be decomposed in a similar way as 
with aperiodic processes, but the time constants and gains of 
the sub-models are pairwise complex conjugate. It can be 
shown that the control algorithm (13) is still valid and some 
parameters are complex. The MV is (of course) real.   
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Fig. 4. PFC of a second-order aperiodic process 

C. Higher-order Processes Including Dead time   

Chemical, heating, ventilating and air conditioning plants 
are often described by an aperiodic process of higher order. 
The same technique as with second-order processes can be 
applied [3].  Also dead-time can be considered as in (9). 

IV. TUNING OF CONTROLLER PARAMETERS  

The course of the controlled variable depends on:  
 np: prediction horizon  

 r : reduction ratio of the successive control errors  

Richalet [2] recommends the choice of the prediction 
horizon as 
 for first-order processes np=1, 
 the discrete-time point of the inflection point of the 

step response for aperiodic processes of higher order. 
Fig. 5 shows the choice of np=10 steps (inflection point at 
10· Δt=0.05s=0.5s) from the steps and pulse responses of the 
simulated second-order process.  

Remark 3: These tuning recommendation work well for 
first-order processes, and also for aperiodic ones, but can 
cause big overshoots or even instability when applied for 
some processes, such as with underdamping. In [4] several 
examples are shown of this problem. Fortunately a lot of 
industrial processes are aperiodic, like heating, cooling, etc.  
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Fig. 5. Choice of the prediction length for the 2nd-order process 

V. CONSTRAINT HANDLING  

A. Constraints on the Manipulated Variable 

Both the MV and its increment can be limited easily. It is 
important that the process model is fed by the limited MV. 
This kind of MV limitation is much easier than an anti-
windup technique with PI control. Fig. 6 shows the level and 
the speed limiter [5].  

 
Fig. 6a. The manipulated variable level limiter 

 
Fig. 6b. The manipulated variable speed limiter 

B.  Constraints on the Controlled Variable  

The constraints on CV (Controlled Variable) can be 
performed by using two PFC controllers operating in parallel 
and using a logical supervisor to select the active controller 
[2], see Fig. 7. The first controller PFC-1 calculates the 
future MV to satisfy the reference signal while respecting all 
the constraints on the manipulated variable in this loop. The 
second, fast (virtual) controller PFC-2 has the constrained 
predicted process output signal as the reference signal. The 
logical supervisor selects control signal of the first controller 
if the predicted output signal of the process respects its 
constraints, otherwise the control signal of the second 
controller is selected by the supervisor. The selected 
manipulated variable is applied to the process and the 
controllers’ internal models. The task of the logical 
supervisor requires prediction of the signals which cannot be 
applied in case of PI(D) controllers. 
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Fig. 7. Handling constraints on the controlled signal 

 

VI. PROGRAM CODE OF THE PFC ALGORITHM 

The list gives exemplars of real-time computation Matlab 
code based on a second-order process with dead time taking 
MV constraints into account.  

ym1(k)=-am1*ym1(k-1)+Km1*bm1*u(k-1); 
 %PT1 sub-model-1 output; bm1=1+am1 
ym2(k)=-am2*ym2(k-1)+Km2*bm2*u(k-1);  
 %PT1 sub-model-2 output; bm2=1+am2 
ym(k)=ym1(k)+ym2(k);% PT2 model output 
u(k)=(yref(k)-(y(k)+(ym(k)-ym(k-dm))))     
    *k0+ym1(k)*k1+ym2(k)*k2; % MV 
if u(k)> umax, u(k)=umax; end;  %MV-max    
if u(k)< umin, u(k)=umin; end;  %MV-min  
if  u(k)>u(k-1)+ dumax, 
     u(k)=u(k-1)+ dumax;  %MV-incr-max  
else if  u(k)<u(k-1)+ dumin,   
     u(k)=u(k-1)+ dumin;  %MV-incr-min 
     end; end; 

It is seen that the code for implementing a PFC control law 
is simple and no anti-windup calculation is necessary.  

 

VII. COMPARISON WITH PI(D) CONTROL  

In a boiler the cold water increase leads temporarily to a 
decrease of the level as bubbles in the boiling water collapse. 
If the water feed becomes warmer, the level increases and 
achieves its new, higher steady-state value. Such a process is 
called inverse repeat or non-minimum-phase one, see Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9 shows PID and PFC control, respectively. In both 
cases standard tuning rules were used.  It is clear that PFC 
performs better. Table 1 compares PFC to PI(D).  

 
Fig. 8. Level step response of a boiler 

 

VIII. COMPARISON WITH SMITH PREDICTOR  

Dead time processes can be controlled using a Smith 
predictor, see Fig. 10.   

     If process model is equivalent to process and there is no 
disturbance then the controller sees only the model without 

dead time. The controller can be designed for the dead-time- 
free process and the controlled output is delayed by the dead 
time. The problem of a Smith predictor is that it is very 
sensitive to process and model mismatch (see Table 2). 

 
Fig. 9. PFC vs. PID level control of the boiler 

 

Table 1. PFC vs. PI(D) 

 

Feature PI(D) PFC 

Dead time Cannot handle  Can handle 

MV constraint Anti-windup algorithm Simple clipping 

Controller 
tuning  

Common tuning rules 
not appropriate 

Desired settling time 
is control parameter 

CV constraint  Not possible Using CV prediction  

Robustness Basic algorithm not Yes, via settling time 

Set-point pred.  Not Possible 

 

 
Fig. 10.  Smith predictor 

With a stepwise reference signal change it can be shown 
that PFC for processes with dead time has the form of a 
Smith predictor. This is illustrated here for a first-order 
system, see (7) and (9):  

)()]|(ˆ[)( 10 kykkdkyykku mmr                     (14) 

 

IX. ROBUST PFC  

The Smith predictor was extended by a low-pass filter (Fig. 
11) in [6] to provide robustness towards time delay errors. 
Similarly PFC can be made more robust by applying an 
additional filter to the filter of the reference trajectory. Then 
of course PI(D) of the Smith predictor is replaced by PFC.  
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Table 2. PFC vs. Smith predictor with PI(D) 

Feature Smith predictor 
with PID 

PFC 

Dead time Can handle  Can handle 

MV constraint Anti-windup alg. Simple clipping 

Controller   No physical meaning Incl. desired 
settling time 

CV constraint  Not possible By CV prediction  

Robustness Not directly including Via reference 
trajectory filter 

Set-point pred.  Not possible Possible 

 

Fig. 11. PFC with a filtered Smith predictor 

X. DISTURBANCE FEED-FORWARD CONTROL  

A. Measured Disturbance Feed-forward Control 

Assume an additive output disturbance. Its compensation 
is possible if the dead time of the disturbance process is 
greater than (or equal to) the dead time of the process. For 
simplicity consider the case of first-order model (1) with 
dead time d and disturbance model with dead time dv ≥d. 
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The MV can be calculated [5] with k0, k1 from (7b) and 
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Fig. 12 shows the simulation of PFC with feed-forward 
based on the measured disturbance. A delayed first-order 
model of these processes is assumed in the PFC algorithm 
with Km = 2, Tm = 10s, and Tdm = 10s. The controller 
parameters are Tc=25s and np=1. The control scenario in 
Figs. 12 and later in Fig. 14 is: 

 sampling time t=1s and simulation time = 460s, 
 at t=10s stepwise increase of yr from 0 to  1, 
 at t=160s stepwise external disturbance (0 → -0.5). 
 at t=310s stepwise increase of process gain by 50%.  

B. Estimated Disturbance Feed-forward Control 

Richalet [2] introduced the disturbance observer 
(Fig. 13). The main advantage of this scheme is that it uses 

same tools as the already installed PFC, which thus can be 
implemented easily. A simulated process model is controlled 
by a fast PFC in the estimator. Both the “real” controller and 
the estimator controller use the same process model without 
dead time.  The controlled variable y is applied as the 
reference signal of the estimator PFC. As the estimator 
control loop is not disturbed the difference between both 
manipulated/control signals are equal to the external 
disturbance acting on the process input if the process model 
and the controllers are perfect. Consequently this difference 
is the estimated disturbance acting to the process’s input. A 
detailed description of the disturbance estimator is given in 
[2] and [7]. Because of the three feedback loops in the full 
control some filters have to be used to prevent instability. 
Fig. 14 shows the control with estimated disturbance. The 
estimator parameters are: Tce = 1s and npe = 1 for first-order 
process. The estimated external and structural disturbances 
are compensated in case of the first-order process, the high 
oscillations started with the structural disturbances as the 
controller parameters were not optimally tuned in this case.    

Fig. 12:  PFC with measured disturbance feed-forward control 

Fig. 13:  PFC with disturbance observer 

XI. TITO PREDICTIVE FUNCTIONAL CONTROL 

The block diagram of a TITO (Two-Input, Two-Output) 
process is shown in Fig. 15. PFC of SISO process can be 
extended for TITO process to achieve the aim of controlling 
both output signals y1 and y2 (for i = 1,2): 

)(ˆ)(ˆ)](ˆ)[1( kyknkykdkyy mipimimiiri
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Fig. 14.  PFC with estimated disturbance feed-forward 

 
whereas for the i-th control signal: riy  is the reference 

signal, iŷ  is the predicted controlled signal, miŷ  is the 

predicted non-delayed model’s output, 
),(max 21 mimimi ddd   is the supposed dead time, ri  is 

reduction ratio of the i-th control error. The tuning 
parameters are: closed loop settling times )log(/3 rici tT   

and prediction horizons pin . It can be seen that the two MVs 

are calculated by minimizing the quadratic coast function 
[2]: 
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The solutions of (19) are calculated (if they exist) in every 
control step, otherwise (when solutions do not exist) the 
tuning parameters are modified. 
 

 
Fig. 15.  TITO process model 

XII. CONCLUSION 

This tutorial has shown the basic idea and the core 
algorithms of PFC mainly for SISO processes. PFC was 
compared with PI(D) and a Smith predictor and the benefits 
of PFC were highlighted. The main difference to those 
controllers lies in PFC’s knowledge of the behavior of the 
process. “PFC is familiar with the process to be controlled; 
the prediction of what is going to happen.” As PFC is 
simple, Table 3 compares its features to commercial MPC 
packages. PFC is not a rival against commercial MPC, it can 
be used for simple cases where commercial MPC is 
superfluous. Multivariable MPC can control a complex plant 
only if the basic level controllers work well. For this task 
PFC is an ideal choice. 

Table 3. PFC vs. commercial MPC software  

Feature Commercial MPC PFC 

MIMO process Can handle  In MIMO case not 
so easy 

MV  constraint By numerical 
optimization  

Simple clipping 

CV constraint  By numerical 
optimization or 
weighting factors  

By using CV 
prediction  

Controller 
parameters 

Weighting factors 
without direct 
physical meaning  

Desired settling 
time is controller 
parameter 

Robustness Usually yes, 
algorithm complex  

Yes, via desired 
settling time 

Set-point pred.  Possible Possible 

Software license Yes No 

PFC is implemented in most industrial control units, is 
applied in many different countries and processes and taught 
in various technical schools. Problems with difficult 
processes (e.g. inverse repeat, underdamped, unstable) are 
not dealt with in this tutorial but good recipes exist [2, 8, 9]. 
Pole-placement PFC is recommended for over-damped 
systems in [10] and for under-damped systems in [11]. 
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